Passengers to Pallets
Freighter conversions can add two decades to an airplane’s life

Engineers offer glimpse into how they build blueprints for Boeing converted freighters

BY BRIAN KANTALA, BOEING WRITER

When a passenger airplane nears the end of its initial purpose, it can either end up in a desert “parking lot,” destined for an uncertain future, or it can be transformed into a freighter, potentially adding over 20 years to its lifespan.
Last year, Boeing received more than 100 orders and commitments for its two active freighter conversion programs, the 737-800 Boeing Converted Freighter (BCF) and the 767-300 BCF.

The 62,800-pound (29,0-tonne) capacity 737-800 BCF is a popular model for conversion, as it contributes to operator sustainability goals through lower fuel consumption, is highly reliable and offers lower operating costs, compared with other standard-body freighters. The larger 124,600-pound (56.5-tonne) capacity 767-300 BCF, meanwhile, shares a large cargo door design and other common elements with the popular 767-300 Freighter, manufactured specifically for cargo. The 767-300 BCF, like the 737-800 BCF, offers the range and operational versatility required by general, e-commerce and express cargo markets.
“Our goal is to have each freighter have a similar look with a standard set of option choices, to speed up the conversion process.”

Paul Garcia, Senior Project Technical Lead Engineer, Boeing Freighter Conversions

“Bringing Drawings to Life”
At Boeing Shanghai Avionics Services, mechanics Liu Zhaonan uses installation drawings to mark a cutline in the main deck cargo door frame area.

“Heavy Lift Support”
At Boeing Shanghai Avionics Services, mechanic Zhang Huabang Mazda the floor beams that will be used to reinforce cargo stowage near the back of the airplane.

“Our goal is to have each freighter have a similar look with a standard set of option choices, to speed up the conversion process,” said Garcia.

Engineering teams collaborate and produce an engineering drawing, specific to each airplane, using Boeing Production System guidelines. “In the world of freighter conversions, a priority exists to stabilize and standardize,” said Williams.

Following the engineering drawings for the conversion, parts are created and procured, enabling the modification to begin. All seats are removed from the airplane, as are lavatory facilities, and flooring is reinforced to withstand additional cargo weight. A large main deck cargo door is installed in the side of the fuselage so that pallets and containerized cargo can be loaded onto the converted airplane.

“Floor Model”
Freighter floors are lined with an interlocking network of ball mats and pallet locks that comprise the cargo loading system. The pallet locks both guide and align pallets before they are stacked over the roller beds (blue), which allow heavy containers and pallets to move with greater ease.
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“Our freighter lines sell like hotcakes, and the appetite keeps growing. When a customer first comes to us, they ask about the availability for a conversion slot. Once we determine slot availability and the customer’s needs for the conversion, we sign an agreement, and the clock starts ticking.”

— Jimmy Williams, Chief Engineer, Boeing Freighter Conversions

Once an agreement is in place, Boeing teams get to work. About six months ahead of starting the conversion, program managers work with the customer to identify, as part of the “ship’s record,” tail numbers of passenger airplanes identified for conversion (feedstock) and manufacturers’ serial numbers.

After an airplane is designated for conversion, Boeing manages engineering and design work. When it’s time for the plans to come to life—maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities, such as Boeing’s London Gatwick facility—induce a passenger airplane and execute the plans designed by the Boeing engineers to transform the airplane into a freighter.

Conversion at the MRO facility begins by taking the starting weight of the airplane. Once in the hangar, the airplane is lifted and stabilized using an intricate process known as jacking and shoring. This process provides engineers with the baseline information they need to continue the conversion.
“The MRO team will then start building and modifying based on the engineering plan,” said Williams. “We use a nonconformance and tracking procedure called an NCAT [nonconformance corrective action tool], which is a regulatory requirement, to document and identify any discrepancies in the conversion. The NCAT process then identifies any fixes that need to be made.”

The execution of these drawings, known as “touch labor,” is conducted by trained technicians, who are able to interchange positions along the MRO conversion line, adding efficiency to completion rates.

The MRO network and touch-labor supply chain for Boeing converted freighters prioritize quality and on-time delivery while offering convenience and potential cost savings by being closer to customers and the airplanes they intend to convert. There are active conversion lines for 737-800BDFs in Asia, Europe and the Americas, and more are planned in locations including Costa Rica, Canada and the UK. For the 767-300BCF, there are conversion lines open in Singapore and China, with more on the way.

Each step in an airplane’s journey through conversion benefits from Boeing’s expertise as the original manufacturer. Before leaving the MRO for customer delivery, the airplane is weighed again to confirm weight and balance requirements. All paperwork is completed, and any additional work is discussed with the customer, including maintenance, paint and other tasks. With oversight of work provided by the Boeing Quality organization, the newest Boeing converted freighter is then ready to hand back to the customer and take to the skies.

From service entry as a freighter and throughout the airplane’s in-service life, every Boeing converted freighter operates with the advantage of being associated with the industry’s largest portfolio of services and technical support that helps owners and operators maximize return on their investment. IQ